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Abstract
We introduce a quantum volume operator K in three–dimensional Quantum
Gravity by taking into account a symmetrical coupling scheme of three SU(2) angu-
lar momenta. The spectrum of K is discrete and defines a complete set of eigenvec-
tors which is alternative with respect to the complete sets employed when the usual
binary coupling schemes of angular momenta are considered. Each of these states,
that we call quantum bubbles, represents an interference of extended configurations
which provides a rigorous meaning to the heuristic notion of quantum tetrahedron.
We study the generalized recoupling coefficients connecting the symmetrical and the
binary basis vectors, and provide an explicit recursive solution for such coefficients
by analyzing also its asymptotic limit.
PACS:04.60.Nc; 03.65
Keywords: Spin network models in quantum gravity; generalized SU(2) recoupling
theory
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1 Introduction
In addressing three and four–dimensional simplicial quantum gravity models, we
have to deal with a large number of different formalizations and interpretations which
do not seem yet to converge to a coherent scenario. For instance, in many approaches
the prominent geometrical objects are not the edge lengths of the triangulations
involved – as in the original spirit of Regge Calculus [1] – but rather area variables,
dual graphs or, more generally, dual complexes (a critical review on the subject and
a list of more recent references can be found in [2]). In such a somewhat confusing
situation, a privileged role is still played by the Ponzano-Regge model [3]. This is
mostly due to the rigorous mathematics that has permeated the subject since the
discovery of its regularized counterpart, the Turaev–Viro invariant [4], and to some
new interesting geometrical features of the original Ponzano–Regge formula that
have been discussed recently in [5] and [6].
As is well known Ponzano–Regge gravity is based on an asymptotic formula for the
SU(2) 6j symbols, i.e.
{6j} ∼
√
1
12πV (T )
exp
{
i
(
6∑
α=1
lαθα + π/4
)}
.
= {6j}as. (1)
Here the limit is taken for all entries ≫ 1 and l = j + 1/2 is the length of an edge
in units of h¯ (j = 0, 1/2, 1, . . .). V (T ) is the Euclidean volume of the tetrahedron
T spanned by the six edges {lα}, and finally θα is the angle between the outward
normals to the faces which share lα.
The physical interpretation of (1) follows if we recognize that the exponential in-
cludes the classical Regge action (namely the discretized version of the Hilbert–
Einstein action proposed in [1]) for the tetrahedron T . On the other hand, the
presence of the slowly varying volume term in front of the phase factor tells us that
{6j}as can be interpreted as a probability amplitude in the approach to the classical
limit. But, probability amplitude for what? At first sight, for an elementary block
of Euclidean three–geometry to emerge from the recoupling of quantum angular mo-
menta, or from a spin network (see also the complementary approach given in [7]).
However, as pointed out in [3] and emphasized in [8], we can ascribe a physical real-
ity to the tetrahedron T if and only if its volume –written in terms of the squares of
the edges through the Cayley determinant– satisfies the condition (V (T ))2 > 0. In
other words, the triangle inequalities on the four triples of spin variables (associated
with the four faces of the tetrahedron) which ensure the existence of the 6j symbol
are weaker than the condition that T exists as a realizable solid.
With these remarks in mind, a few basic questions naturally arise. Why does a
classical three–geometry emerge from a recoupling of angular momenta? What does
it mean to give the quantum state of an elementary block of geometry? Which are
the degrees of freedom of a quantum tetrahedron, if such an object does indeed exist?
In the following we shall show that, by taking into account a symmetrical coupling
scheme of three SU(2) angular momenta, new answers to the previous questions
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arise in a natural way.
2 Quantum bubbles
The theory of the coupling of states of three SU(2) angular momenta operators J1,
J2, J3 to states of sharp total angular momentum J (with projection J0 along the
quantization axis) is usually developed in the framework of binary couplings (see
e.g. [8]). Starting from the ordered triple indicated before, we denote symbolically
the admissible schemes according to
J1 + J2 = J12 ; J12 + J3 = J (2)
J2 + J3 = J23 ; J1 + J23 = J. (3)
The corresponding state vectors may be written as
| [ (j1j2)j12 j3] jm > .= |j12 jm >, (4)
| [ j1( j2j3)j23] jm > .= |j23 jm >, (5)
where small letters denote the quantum numbers associated with operators (more
precisely, J21 |j12 jm > = j1(j1 + 1)|j12 jm >, etc. with the convention h¯ = 1) and
m is the eigenvalue of J0 with −j ≤ m ≤ j in integer steps. Recall that the ket
vectors above belong to complete sets defined as the simultaneous eigenspaces of
the six commuting operators J21, J
2
2, J
2
3, J
2, J0 and J
2
12 (J
2
23 respectively). More-
over, the elements of such bases can be expressed as combinations of {|j1m1 > ⊗
|j2m2 > ⊗ |j3m3 >} through suitable (sums over m’s of) products of Clebsh–Gordan
coefficients.
In this framework the Wigner 6j symbol is just the recoupling coefficient relating
the two sets (4) and (5), namely
< j23 jm | j12 j′m′ > = δjj′ δmm′ (−1)Φ [(2j12 + 1) (2j23 + 1)]1/2
{
j1 j2 j12
j3 j j23
}
,
(6)
where Φ ≡ j1 + j2 + j3. Strictly speaking, the quantum mechanical probability
| < j23 jm | j12 jm > |2 represents the probability that a system prepared in the
state (4) will be found (measured) to be in the state (5). Thus, in spite of the
tetrahedral symmetry of the 6j symbol, at the quantum level we cannot recognize
something like a quantum tetrahedron: it is only in the approach to the classical limit
(1) that both the coupling schemes coexist and the tetrahedron may take shape.
This situation changes radically if we bring into play the symmetrical coupling
scheme for the addition of three SU(2) angular momenta to give a fourth definite
angular momentum J (with projection J0); symbolically
3
J1 + J2 + J3 = J. (7)
As shown independently in [9] and in [10] such a democratic coupling is characterized
by the simultaneous diagonalization of the six Hermitian operators J21, J
2
2, J
2
3, K,
J2 and J0, where K is a scalar operator built from the irreducible tensor operators
J1, J2, J3 and defined according to
K = − i
2
ǫpqr J(1) p J(2) q J(3) r, (8)
where J(β)p is the p-component of the operator Jβ in spherical coordinates (p, q, r =
+, 0,− ; β = 1, 2, 3) and ǫ+0− = 1. Since K is the mixed product of three angular
momentum vectors we are entitled to call it volume.
Each of the eigenvectors of this new set of operators is denoted by
| (j1j2j3) k jm > .= |k jm >, (9)
with
K |k jm > = k |k jm > . (10)
Moreover, the set of eigenvalues in each subspace with (jm) fixed is discrete and
consists of pairs (k,−k), with at most one zero eigenvalue (cfr. [10]).
From a geometrical point of view a state |k jm >, for k 6= 0, represents a quantum
volume of size k h¯3 which enucleates from the symmetrical coupling of three angular
momenta and k2 > 0 is the quantum counterpart of the condition (V (T ))2 > 0
discussed in connection with Ponzano–Regge formula (1). As a matter of fact,
according to the Correspondence Principle in the region of large quantum numbers
the states (9) characterize angular momentum vectors confined to narrow ranges
around specific values: narrower are the ranges, the closer we approach the classical
regime. This trivially implies that the classical limit of the operator (8) coincides
with the expression of the volume of the classical tetrahedron T spanned by the
counterparts of the operators J1, J2, J3. On the other hand, since only J
2
1, J
2
2,
J23, J
2 commute with K at the quantum level, the quantum bubble |k jm > itself is
related to tetrahedral configurations in the sense that the knowledge about the two
missing edges J12 and J23 can be obtained by evaluating the quantum expectation
values of the corresponding operators, i.e.
< k jm| J212 |k jm >; < k jm| J223 |k jm > . (11)
Thus we are naturally led to assert that the Hilbert space spanned by the quantum
bubbles |k jm > for fixed (jm) provides a proper description of the quantum state
of an elementary block of Euclidean three–geometry. However, it follows from the
above remarks that |k jm > cannot be directly interpreted as a ”quantum tetrahe-
dron”, but rather as a quantum interference of extendend configurations from which
4
information about all significant geometrical quantities can be extracted.
At this point it is worthwhile to notice that volume (and area) operators have been
already introduced in Quantum Gravity. More precisely, in the framework of the
canonical approach based on connections defined on an initial data 3–surface Σ, such
kind of operators have been defined and discussed by many authors (see [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15]). In all these approaches the prominent role is played by the kinemat-
ical Hilbert space, namely the space of square–integrable functions defined on the
Ashtekar–Isham completion of A/G [16] (we can think of A/G in the present con-
text as the space of SU(2)–connections on Σ modulo gauge tranformations). Then
a volume operator can be introduced both in the algebraic approach [11] and in the
loop quantization scheme [12], [13], [14], [15] starting from the triad fields, which
are the variables conjugate to the Yang–Mills connections. All such operators are
shown to have discrete spectra and can be regularized through suitable prescriptions
(cfr. also [17], where the relationships among the various approaches are extensively
discussed). The main drawback is in fact that in any case the volume functional to
be assigned to a region ⊆ Σ is not an observable. Conversely, the volume operator
we are dealing with is defined without ambiguites at the quantum level and do rep-
resent an observable quantity in the basis |kjm〉. Moreover, since K encodes in a
natural way a cut-off ∼ (kh¯3)1/3, there is no need for regularization procedures.
Summarizing the answers to the questions rised in the introduction, we have es-
tablished that the Hilbert space spanned by the quantum bubbles (9) describes mi-
crostates encoding maximized information about their ”intrinsic” three–dimensional
geometry. Furthermore, owing to the presence of the eigenvalue m of J0 as a label
of such states, we may assert that there is also a partial information on the ori-
entation of the quantum bubble |kjm〉 with respect to a fixed quantization axis.
Such conclusions are clearly independent of the existence of any underlying theory
of gravity, either classical or quantum. Quite intriguing, whenever quantum systems
described by states of sharp SU(2) angular momenta happen to couple in a sym-
metrical scheme like (7) then a quantum bubble enucleates.
With these remarks in mind, it is natural to investigate the role that such states may
play in (three and four dimensional) quantized theories of gravity based on SU(2)
spin networks.
A preliminary issue concerns the possibility of describing not only a single bubble
but rather a large portion of quantum space. We may look more closely at the
geometry of a quantum bubble by invoking the classical vector diagrams, in which
the angular momentum operators are depicted as ordinary 3–vectors with suitable
indeterminations in their directions. Thus a particular state |(j1j2j3)k jm 〉 may be
thought of as an oriented quadrilateral –with edges J1, J2, J3, −J– which bounds
an Euclidean volume k. Suppose know we pick up another state |(j′1j′2j′3)k′ j′m′ 〉,
depending on a different complete set of operators. Obviously the wave functions
will be always overlapping, and in principle we could consider any quantum superpo-
sition of them. To take advantage of the usual quantization techniques for composite
systems we may look at the Hilbert space spanned by the set
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|(j1j2j3)k jm 〉 ⊗ |(j′1j′2j′3)k′ j′m′ 〉 (12)
which, for fixed (jm) and (j′m′), represents a simultaneous eigenstate of both K, K ′
and
Ktot = K + K ′ . (13)
If we pretend that the resulting state singles out a maximally connected portion of
space –both in the quantum and in the semiclassical regime– we have to prescribe
a rule to join the bubbles. The simplest way to do that is to require that the
bubbles glue together along one of their boundary edges. (The situation is quite
different from the usual rule adopted in Ponzano–Regge–like approaches, where a
three–manifold is built up by assembling tetrahedra along pairs of contiguous faces).
Going on with our prescription, we have to take a suitable contraction of the tensor
product in (12) by setting i.e.
J1 = J
′
1 . (14)
Whichever way we define such an operation, it is not difficult to recognize that the
resulting states are simultaneous eigenvectors of the nine operators
{
J22 , J
2
3 , J
2 , J0 , J
′2
2 , J
′2
3 , J
′2 , J′0 , K
tot
}
.
The resulting configuration –a double bubble– has six edges in its boundary, a
partial orientation given by the values m, m′ and a volume ktot in h¯ units. The
information about the common edge J1 as well as on the partial volumes k, k
′ have
been wiped out: they can be recovered only by evaluating quantum expectation
values. If we keep on gluing quantum bubbles, we end up with locally Euclidean
three–dimensional spaces (not necessarily manifolds) which may (or may not) have a
boundary. The loss of information is progressive, and cases in which the final space
is closed and without boundary represent extreme situations, where all geometrical
quantities except the eigenvalue of the total volume Ktot do not posses definite val-
ues.
The scenario outlined above could provide a consistent setting for implementing a
quantized theory of gravity (or a topological quantum field theory) in (3+1) dimen-
sions by introducing suitable action functionals (or Hamiltonians). However, as will
be illustrated in the next section, quite serious technical obstacles in handling even
the single quantum bubbles (9) prevent us to formulate more precise proposals at
present.
3 Generalized recoupling theory
To get a better insight into the whole subject we turn now to analyze the relation
between the different sets of eigenvectors introduced in the previous section. It is
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worthwhile to note that the 6j symbol (6) can be interpreted as a propagator between
two states belonging to alternative binary bases. The asymptotic expression (1) is
actually the generating functional of a path–sum evaluated at the semiclassical level
and the physical information about the underlying classical theory is encoded in the
form of the action.
These remarks suggest us to follow a similar approach in dealing with ”symmetrical
vs. binary” coupling schemes. Unfortunately such a generalized recoupling theory
has not been studied elsewhere (in [9] the problem of connecting the symmetrical
states to the factorized Hilbert space |j1m1〉 ⊗ |j2m2〉 ⊗ |j3m3〉 has been addressed
but not completely solved).
Coming now to the quantitative analysis of the relations between one of the sets of
eigenvectors arising from a binary coupling (e.g. the basis (4) parametrized by the
eigenvalue of the intermediate momentum J12) and the symmetrical basis (9) we
introduce a unitary transformation defined as
|k jm >= ∑
j12
Ψkj12 |j12 jm > . (15)
The generalized recoupling coefficient
Ψkj12
.
=< (j1j2j3)k jm | [(j1j2) j12 j3] jm >≡< k jm|j12 jm > (16)
and its inverse defined as
Ψj12k
.
=< [(j1j2) j12 j3] jm | (j1j2j3)k jm >≡< j12 jm|k jm >= Ψkj12 (17)
represent the basic ingredients of our discussion.
We could consider also the second type of binary basis, namely (5), and define the
associated generalized coefficients Ψkj23 and Ψ
j23
k . However their expressions can be
obtained starting from (16) and employing the standard recoupling coefficient given
in (6) to get
Ψkj23 =
∑
j12
< k jm|j12 jm > < j12 jm|j23 jm > . (18)
All these coefficients have to be actually interpreted as reduced matrix elements
since the magnetic quantum numbers can be neglected owing to the Wigner–Eckart
theorem. Moreover, we do not fix phases and normalizations of such coefficients
since there is no preferable prescription to do that.
As pointed out at the end of the previous section the eigenvalue equation (10) for
the operator K is quite hard to solve. The problem of finding the matrix elements of
the operator K in the binary basis (4) was addressed in [10]. These authors provided
a few calculations in the cases j = j1 + j2 + j3 − α, with α = 0, 1, 2. Some progress
in generalizing such examples can be actually achieved as explained in Appendix A.
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In Appendix B we show how it is possible to use the former results to establish a
three–term recursion relation for the generalized recoupling coefficient (16), namely
kΨkj12 = i α j12+1 Ψ
k
j12+1 − i α j12 Ψkj12−1 . (19)
The functions αl (l = j12, j12 + 1) can be casted in the form
αl = [F (l; j12 + 1/2; j1 + 1/2) (F (l; j + 1/2; j3 + 1/2] / (2l+ 1)(2l − 1), (20)
where F (a, b, c) represents the area of a triangle with edges a, b, c: F (a, b, c) =
[(a+ b+ c)(a− b+ c)(a+ b− c)(b+ c− a)]1/2/4.
Since
|j1 − j2| ≡ jmin12 ≤ j12 ≤ jmax12 ≡ j1 + j2 (21)
we see that the conditions at the extrema fixed by (19) are
Ψkjmax
12
=
−i αmaxj12
k
Ψjmax
12
−1
Ψkjmin
12
=
i αminj12
k
Ψjmin
12
+1. (22)
It can be shown (see Appendix C) that the formal solution of (19) reads
Ψkjmin
12
+n =
1∏n
j=1(iαj)
×

kn +
[n
2
−1]∑
l=0
kn−2l−2
n−1∑
τ0=2l+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2l−1
(iατ1)
2 · · ·
τl−1−2∑
τl=2l−1
(iατl)
2

 Ψkjmin
12
(23)
where n runs over {0, 1, 2, · · · , j1 + j2}. As a general remark we may note that
this expression is a real quantity for n even and purely immaginary when n is odd.
The general structure of this solution (representing a polynomial of degree n in
the variable k) is quite complicated. On the other hand we make take advantage
of having found explicitly the generalized recoupling coefficient (16) in order to
evaluate expectation values of the type (11). More precisely, if O is any observable
which depends from a set quantum numbers chosen in {j1, j2, j3, j, j12} then we
could in principle calculate
〈k jm|O |k′ jm〉 =∑
j12
Ψk
′
j12 Ψ
k
j12 O.
We can deal also with expectation values of more general observables by taking into
account combinations of the other recoupling coefficients, namely (18) (which may
be casted into a form similar to (23)) and (6).
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4 Asymptotic limit
To shed light on the nature of the generalized recoupling coefficient (16) we can go
through a semiclassical (WKB) approximation to the recursion relation (19). Such
an approach is consistent with the Ponzano–Regge analysis (see [3] and [18]) even
if in the present case the resulting second order difference equation will turn out to
be much more complicated.
The first step consists in modifying the coefficient (16) into
Φkj12
.
= Ψkj12 [F (h12; h1; h2)F (h12; h; h3)]
1/2 / 2h12, (24)
where h ≡ j + 1/2, h12 ≡ j12 + 1/2, etc..
We let now all the j-variables to rescale as
j → Rj, R≫ 1 (25)
and, by using explicitly the discrete variable n = j12 −jmin12 introduced above, we
get from (19) a recursion relation which holds true for the coefficient (24) in the
semiclassical approximation (25). It reads
Φkn+1 − Φkn−1 = i C(k, n) Φkn, (26)
where
C(k, n) = 2(jmin12 + n) k / F (hjmin
12
; h1; h2)F (hjmin
12
; h; h3). (27)
If C(k, n) were a constant function with respect to the variable n the solution of
(26) would go as
exp{ i arcsin [C(k)/2]n}. (28)
To deal with the general case we let n become a continuous variable
n → x with xmin = 0, xmax = j1 + j2 (29)
and consequently we change the quantities in (26) according to
Φkjmin
12
+n → Φkx
C(k , n) → C(k , x). (30)
Thus we can formally associated with (26) an ordinary second order difference equa-
tion of the type
∆2
∆x2
Φkx + 2
∆
∆x
Φkx = i C(k , x) Φ
k
x. (31)
At this point it can be noticed that the differences between the structure of (31)
and the second order equation which gives the asymptotic expression (1) for the
9
6j symbol are: i) the Φkx’s are complex coefficients and formally the substitution
k → −k changes (31) into its complex conjugate; ii) in our equation a first–derivative
term is present too; iii) the factor i C(k , x) is purely immaginary.
By taking into account (28), we search for a solution of (31), for each k, in the form
Φkx = ρ(x) exp{i A(x)} (32)
with ρ andA to be determined. By substitution we get a pair of differential equations
corresponding respectively to the immaginary and real part of (31), namely
2ρ sinA′ + 2ρ′A′′ cosA′ + ρ′′ sinA′ = ρC
−ρA′′ sinA′ + 2ρ′ cosA′ = 0. (33)
Here the primes denote derivatives with respect to the variable x and, according to
the standard WKB approach, all terms of the type A′′ ρ′′, as well as terms contain-
ing powers of A′′, can be assumed negligible (these assumptions may be checked a
posteriori).
The solutions of (33) read
A(x) =
∫ x
xmin
arcsin
[
C(k , z)
2
]
dz (34)
ρ(x) =
1
(cosA′)1/2
=


√
1− C(k , x)
2
4


−1/2
. (35)
The first function, which appears under the exponential in (32), can be recasted as
A(x) =
∫ x
xmin
arccos
[
C(k , z)
2
]
dz +
π
2
(x− xmin) (36)
with (x− xmin) = n. In particular, if we compare this expression with the behavior
of the formal complete solution (23) with respect to the parity (even/odd powers of
k), we see that they agree.
Finally, since the classical counterpart of the operator K is the volume V ≡ V (T ) of
the Euclidean tetrahedron T we see that the generalized recoupling coefficient (16)
in the asymptotic limit behaves as
Ψkj12 ∼ ΨVj12 =
N√
V
exp
{
i
∫ j12
0
arccos (y sin θ12) dy + i π(j12 − jmin12 )
}
(37)
where θ12 is the dihedral angle between the faces of the tetrahedron T which share j12.
We have introduced normalization function N which depends on {j1, j2, j3, j, k}.
The determination of such an N is not easily performed since we should first nor-
malize the complete coefficient (23) according to
10
∑
n
Ψkjmin
12
+nΨ
k
jmin
12
+n
= 1
For this reasons the lack of symmetry in (37) with respect to the other j-variables
could be eventually recovered. Anyway, we may observe that the classical action
appearing in the exponential does not look like the Regge action, nor a cosmological–
type action.
Appendix A
Following [10] let us consider the matrix elements of the operator K defined in (8)
with respect to the binary basis (4), namely
< j12 jm |K| j′12 jm > (38)
If the integer ν denotes the range of variation of j12, ν = 2j12 + 1, then the (ν + 1)
× (ν + 1) matrix (38) reads [10]
Aν =


0 iαν 0 · · · 0 0
−iαν 0 iαν−1 · · · 0 0
0 −iαν−1 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
... · · · ... ...
0 0 0 · · · 0 iα1
0 0 0 · · · −iα1 0


(39)
where the explicit expression of the α’s is given in (20).
The eigenvalue problem for such a Jacobi–type matrix can be addressed by noticing
that the characteristic polynomial can be written as
det (Aν − λ I) .= fν(λ) = −λfν−1(λ)− (iαν)2fν−2(λ) (40)
which has the form of a three–term recursion relation for the functions f(λ).
Lemma. The general solution of (40) is
fν(λ) = (−1)ν+1×
λν+1 +
[ ν
2
−1]∑
k=0
λν−2k−1
ν∑
τ0=2k+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2k−1
(iατ1)
2 · · ·
τk−1−2∑
τk=1
(iατk)
2

 (41)
Proof. The proof follows by substitution to each order in λ. For ν+1 we get the
following expression for the right–hand side of (40)
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− λ

(−1)ν+1

λν+1 +
[ ν
2
−1]∑
k=0
λν−2k−1
ν∑
τ0=2k+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2k−1
(iατ1)
2 · · ·
τk−1−2∑
τk=1
(iατk)
2



+
(iαν+1)
2

(−1)ν

λν +
[ ν
2
−1]∑
k=0
λν−2k−1
ν∑
τ0=2k+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2k−1
(iατ1)
2 · · ·
τk−1−2∑
τk=1
(iατk)
2



 .(42)
In particular the coefficients of the powers λν−2σ are
D =
ν∑
τ0=2σ+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2σ−1
(iατ1)
2 · · ·
C = (iαν+1)
2
ν−1∑
τˆ0=2σ−1
(iατˆ0)
2
τˆ0−2∑
τˆ1=2σ−2
(iατˆ1)
2 · · ·
and thus the necessary and sufficient condition under which (42) equals fν(λ) in
(40) is
D + C ≡
ν+1∑
τ0=2σ+1
(iατ0)
2
τ0−2∑
τ1=2σ−1
(iατ1)
2 · · · = E (43)
where E is exactly the coefficient of λν−2σ in fν(λ). Then, up to a relabelling τˆi →
τ˜i+1 in the function C, (43) is actually fullfilled.✷
Analytically we are able to obtain generic solutions only for ν ≤ 8, corresponding to
algebraic equations of maximum degree 4 in λ2. These solutions are explicitly listed
below
ν = 0) λ = 0.
ν = 1) λ2 = α21.
ν = 2) λ2 = α21 + α
2
2; 0.
By setting aν =
∑ν
i=1 α
2
i and bν =
∑ν
i=3 α
2
i
∑i−2
j=1 α
2
j :
ν = 3) λ2 =
a3±
√
a2
3
−4b3
2
.
ν = 4) λ2 =
a4±
√
a2
4
−4b4
2
; 0.
By setting h2ν = (
√
( qν
3
)3 + (pν
2
)2 − pν
2
)1/3 − (
√
( qν
3
)3 + (pν
2
)2 + pν
2
)1/3,
with qν = bν − a2ν3 , pν = aνbν3 − 2a
3
ν
27
− cν and cν = ∑νi=5 α2i ∑i−2j=1 α2j ∑j−2l=1 α2l :
12
ν = 5) λ21 =
a5
3
+ h25; λ
2
2 =
a5
3
− h25+
√
h4
5
+4p5/h25
2
; λ23 =
a5
3
− h25−
√
h4+4p5/h25
2
.
ν = 6) λ21 =
a6
3
+ h26; λ
2
2 =
a6
3
− h26+
√
h4
6
+4p6/h26
2
; λ23 =
a5
3
− h26−
√
h4+4p6/h26
2
.
By setting t2ν = 2
√
Cν −Aν + 2yν, u2ν = y2ν + 2
√
Cνyν ,
yν = (
√
(Qν
3
)3 + (Pν
2
)2 − Pν
2
)1/3 − (
√
(Qν
3
)3 + (Pν
2
)2 + Pν
2
)1/3
with Qν = 2Cν − Aν
√
Cν − A2ν12 , Pν = 2CνAν6 − A
2
ν
√
Cν
6
− B2ν
8
− 4A3ν
63
and Aν = bν − 3a2ν8 , Bν = bνaν2 − cν − a
3
ν
8
, Cν = dν +
a2νbν
42
− cνaν
4
− 3a4ν
44
with dν =
∑ν
i=7 α
2
i
∑i−2
j=1 α
2
j
∑j−2
l=1 α
2
l
∑l−2
r=1 α
2
r :
ν = 7) λ21 =
a7
4
+
t2
7
+
√
t4
7
−4(√C7+y7−u7
2
); λ22 =
a7
4
+
t2
7
−
√
t4
7
−4(√C7+y7−u7
2
);
λ23 =
a7
4
− t27−
√
t4
7
−4(√C7+y7+u7
2
); λ24 =
a7
4
− t27+
√
t4
7
−4(√C7+y7+u7
2
).
ν = 8) λ21 =
a8
4
+
t2
8
+
√
t4
8
−4(√C8+y8−u8
2
); λ22 =
a8
4
+
t2
8
−
√
t4
8
−4(√C8+y8−u8
2
);
λ23 =
a8
4
− t28−
√
t4
8
−4(√C8+y8+u8
2
); λ24 =
a8
4
− t28+
√
t4
8
−4(√C8+y8+u8
2
); λ5 = 0.
Appendix B
Once given the matrix elements (38) discussed in Appendix A we pass now to con-
sider the following relation
∑
j′
12
< j12 jm |K| j′12 jm > Ψkj′
12
= kΨkj12 (44)
where k is anyone of the eigenvalues ofK according to (10) and Ψkj12 is the generalized
recoupling coefficient introduced in (16).
Thus the three-term recursion relation for these coefficients written in (19) is easily
found by exploiting the explicit form given in (39).
Appendix C
The recursion relation (19) can be recasted in the form
Ψkjmin
12
+n =
k
iαjmin
12
+n
Ψkjmin
12
+n−1 +
iαjmin
12
+n−1
iαjmin
12
+n
Ψkjmin
12
+n−2 (45)
where n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·} is defined according to the convention adopted in the text.
This recursion relation and the relation (40) for the functions f(λ) have the same
formal iterative solutions. As a consequence of this remark we recognize that the
expression of the formal solution given in (23) can be found by following the same
13
steps we used in the Lemma of Appendix A.
A few explicit examples of solutions are listed below, where the functions α are given
in (20) and we set
jmin12 ≡ ξ. (46)
Ψkξ+1 =
k
iαξ+1
Ψkξ (47)
Ψkξ+2 =
1
(iαξ+1)(iαξ+1)
[k2 + (iαξ+1)
2] Ψkξ (48)
Ψkξ+3 =
1
(iαξ+1)(iαξ+2)(iαξ+3)
{k3 + k[(iαξ+1)2 + (iαξ+2)2]}Ψkξ (49)
Ψkξ+4 =
1∏4
j=1(iαξ+j)

k4 + k2

 3∑
j=1
(iαξ+j)
2

+ (iαξ+1)2(iαξ+3)2

Ψkξ (50)
Ψkξ+5 =
1∏5
j=1(iαξ+j)
×

k5 + k3

 4∑
j=1
(iαξ+j)
2

+ k

 4∑
j=3
(iαξ+j)
2
j−2∑
l=1
(iαξ+l)
2



 Ψkξ (51)
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